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Fitting instructions

CRANKED PULL HANDLES
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Fitting instructions FOR CRANKED PULL HANDLES
Back to back fixing

Bolt through fixing

1

Drill holes to appropriate size in
position required and counter
sink on side opposite the handle.

1

Drill holes to appropriate
size in position required

2

Fit both brass ferrules into the
handle ensuring it is level with
the edge of the handle and secure
with grub screws using the allen
key provided.

2

Fit both brass ferrules into
one handle ensuring they
are level with the edge of
the handle and secure
with grub screws using
the allen key provided.

3

Fit bolts into the ferrules and
tighten as far as they will go.

4

Fit the plastic washers over
the bolts and place bolts
through the fixing holes.

3
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B

C

Fit the bolts through the
fixing holes and place
the washers on the door
side where the handle is
to be fitted.

4

Present the pull handle
up to the bolts and
tighten ensuring the
plastic washer is in the
correct position. N.B.
Bolts may have to be cut
to the correct size.

5

When you have checked
the bolts are the correct
length for your door
tighten fully using the
allen key provided.

D

E

5

Fit the plastic washers on the other side of the door and then fit
the remaining two brass ferrules onto the bolts. Offer up the
handle to the bolts and place over the ferrules .N.B. At this stage
you may have to cut the bolts to size.

6

When you have checked the bolts are the correct length tighten
the bolts into the first handle and the fit the second handle over
the brass ferrules and secure with grub screws using the allen
key provided ensuring the plastic washer is correctly positioned...

Fixing to glass doors
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2 x M8 countersunk bolts ( for bolt through fixing)
Allen key for bolts
Allen key for grub screws
1 x long bolt for wooden doors 1 x short bolt for glass doors
(for back to back fixing)
4 x grub screws
2 x plastic washers
1 x plastic sleeve
2 x brass ferrules

Fixing to glass doors uses
the same methods as
above but when fixing
please use the white plastic
sleeve in the bolt hole to
protect the glass.

N.B. If using as back to back fixing two packs of fittings are required and
these are supplied one pack with each handle
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